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This is my second purchase of this product. I use my columns both for attendance and grades, and
finding a record book with large enough space for both is pretty near impossible. The boxes are
larger for easy grade inputting.I also like the lesson plan section. Although I don't always use it in its
full capacity, I like being about to write my revisions in lesson planning after the period is over. I like
that I can review my plans right in the book that has my attendance. That added feature is worth the
extra bucks.It's one more items that teachers could save on, but saving money isn't always what it's
cracked up to be when it comes to planning. This is a time saver.

I've bought this plan book for all 8 years that I've been teaching. It has been wonderful. However,
when I received it this year, I noticed that they have reversed the lesson plan layout. Now the days
of the week go down the left side instead of across the top. After 8 years this has really thrown me
for a loop, but I still love it.

This plan book has everything I need in one place! There is space to write individual student

schedules at the beginning of each day. There are plenty of grading pages, and weekly plan pages,
as well as note pages in the back. I don't use some of the front pages as they were intended.
Instead, I tape our school's calendar and daily schedule, schedules for computer, library, and preps,
and our grade level curriculum map on these pages as well as the inside of the front and back
covers. I've used this book the last three years and plan to again this year!

I've used this same book for the past three years. There's plenty of space for writing, and putting my
weekly plans together is a breeze. I will say that I find the page for attendance and grade keeping a
bit superfluous, given that my school has moved all those functions to the internet in the past few
years, but if you still keep pencil-and-paper attendance, this book will have you covered there, too.

This lesson plan book also holds grades, student information and enough space for all sorts of
necesssary documentation done by teachers! Best plan book I've used in the past five years!Happy
Elementary School Teacher

I know this is the computer age, but sometimes it is just easier to have the information in my hands
(especially when technology fails). I love this book because use it to keep grades, homework
checklists, data, birthdays, ideas, contacts, planning notes, lesson plans and more all in one place. I
forgot to order it last year, so I decided to try other methods instead. That didn't work as well for me.
This year, I ordered it early!

I loved how easy this lesson planner was to use! I purchased this for my student teaching semester
and made GREAT use of it! A definite recommendation on this item to new teachers or teachers
looking for an easy organizer to jot ideas down for lesson and day planning.

I Bought this for homeschooling one of my children, but it is set up for more students. The book itself
is awesome and if I had a full class of kids it would be wonderful. But for the purpose of
homeschooling a small family or one child, this didn't work for me.
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